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Local Democracy
& Innovation

TRAINING

SEMINAR

Summer school
What change for Europe?
Ecological transition and citizen action
The sustainable development and environmental issues are now
a priority for societies as well as for national and international
organisations. Citizens, of all ages and from all continents, are
increasingly concerned about the challenges they face, and are
trying to make their voices heard by participating in many movements.
This seminar will deal with the changes and the kind of transition
necessary to achieve, in order to better preserve and respect our
planet, and will enable the participants to collectively reflect in order
to build up scenarios and proposals, allowing everyone to become an
actor in this field.

SAVE THE DATE

2-3 JUILLET 2021 - On line

REGISTRATION

Registration deadline:
June 25, 2021
Seminar on line

CONTACT:
summerschool2021@collegecluny.eu

Every year in July, the summer school of the European College of
Cluny offers a unique opportunity to participants coming from all over
Europe and beyond, to share their thoughts and ideas in order to
better understand the challenges currently facing Europe. This year, in
consideration of the health situation related to the Covid-19 pandemic,
the summer school will be held online on two days, and will deal with
the changes and the kind of transition necessary to achieve, in order
to better preserve and respect our planet. The Summer School relies
on 20 years’ experience whereby more than 800 young citizens were
already welcomed.

More information: e-urope.info/

The European College of Cluny is a place for training, research and reflection on local public action, viewed from a European
perspective and driven by the spirit of innovation. It is based on the principles of academic excellence, European openness,
multidisciplinary and comparative approaches towards issues of local action across Europe.
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Summer school
What change for Europe?
Ecological transition and citizen action
FRIDAY, 2 JULY

• 13.30 pm: 		Opening speech - Introduction
• 14.00 pm - 15.30 pm:		Opening Conference
		with Marine YZQUIERDO, lawyer in the
		field of renewable energy, member of the
		association “Notre Affaire à Tous”.
• 16.00 pm: 		Presentation of participants
• 16.30 pm - 18.00 pm: 		Worshop “Liberty vs. Solidarity.
A conflict of principles that harms the
		environment?”
• 20.00 pm: 		European aperitif on line - Conviviality time

PROGRAMME
SATURDAY, 3 JULY

• 10.00 am - 12.00 am:		Round table “Climate policies - from Brussels to the municipalities”
		
with Joana VIEIRA DA SILVA, International climate change * Portugal’s Acting
		Head of Delegation at UNFCCC, Portuguese Environment Agency,
		
Elena VISNAR MALINOVSKA, head of Unit, Adaptation to climate change,
		DG CLIMA, European Commission, Philippe LAMBERTS, member of the
		European Parliament and Jean-Luc DELPEUCH, Engineer, president of the
		Community of Communes of Clunisois
• 13.30 pm - 15.00 pm: 		Lecture “Transition, adjustment orattunement? Which milieus are
		we talking about?” with Mario NEVE, professor of geography, Lab Head 		
		Interdisciplinary City-Landscape Lab LABIRINTO, University of Bologna, Ravenna
		Campus – Department of Cultural Heritage
• 15.30 pm - 17,30 pm: 		Round table “Communicating and acting for change”
• 17.30 pm:		Conclusion

WORKING LANGUAGES
Communication is essentially bilingual, but for certain parts of the programme French or
English will be used more frequently. The understanding of both languages is necessary
therefore a minimum level of B2 in French or in English is expected (minimum B1 for the
other language).

French and English

PARTNERSHIP AND SUPPORT
More information: e-urope.info/
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